GOLDEN DREAM GIRL

Words and Music by LEE MORSE

REFRAIN

Golden dream girl, You're my own South Sea pearl

Since that night on the sands your little brown hands Set my world a-whirl; Oh, my

Hold Me In Your Arms

Music by S.J. STOCCO

CHORUS

Hold me in your arms while stars are beams With a million charms to thrill the

night,

Hold me in your arms, I'm ever dreaming
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Over The Rainbow Trail

Words and Music by
WENDELL WOODS HALL

Valse Moderato

With you in dreams,
Darling of mine,

Strolling it seems,
Thro' shining skies above,

Angel divine,
Soft smiling sunbeams play,

After the rain,
Sun shine's again,

Bright skies entrance,
Rainbow romance,
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Up in the rainbow land of love,
Sunshine has driven clouds away.

CHORUS
p, mf a tempo

Just you and I, Climbing the sky,

Over the rainbow trail, Thro' lustrous

lights to heavenly heights, Into a dew-dipped

Over the Rainbow Trail
The tear-mists arise to bright-en your eyes,
Thro' spark-ling skies we sail, dear,
So smile with the sun, Our love lives as one,
Over the rainbow trail,
WE'RE GONNA HAVE WEATHER
(Whether or Not)

CHORUS

Whether it's cold, or whether it's hot, We're gonna have weather whether or not,

Whether we'll get the weather we've got, We're gonna have weather whether or not.
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IN THE PURPLE TWILIGHT

CHORUS

In the purple twilight When the day is ending And two hearts are blending in

rhyme, When the shadows gather Then there comes a stealing O-ver us a feel-ing
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WONDER WHY I LOVE YOU
(Like I Do)

CHORUS Grazioso

Wonder why I love you like I do,
When I know you don’t mean to be true;
What is there about you I doubt you,
And then pine without you: Can it be the longing in your sigh,

by Daniel Yates
& Earl Bray

IN A LITTLE LOVE BOAT
(A Fox Trot Romance)

CHORUS

In a little love boat—sailing down the bay,
Drifting with the tide lazily we glide on a summer day,
Sing a little love song—looking at the sky,
Watching all the crowds of clouds as

by Louis Breau &
Charles Tobias
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DESTINED TO BECOME AS FAMOUS AS "HOME, SWEET HOME"

"OUR YESTERDAYS"

Will carry you far away from the cares and troubles of NOW on a journey through melody lane to the land of used to be. The Lovelight of old, like a rainbow of gold, will pulse once again through your veins.

Published in three keys—High, Medium and Low.

The world moves along with its sorrow and song, We live in a land of dreams; The troubles we share disappointments and care, But quickens the joy it seems. We list to the rhymes at the
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